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INTRODUCTION

The use of wood-based composite panels as building construction material is usually to function both as structural and non-structural components. In building construction and interior design, acoustic panels are commonly used as partitions, ceiling boards and flooring systems (Smith 1989). The acoustic capacity of a wall between two rooms can be expressed by noise reduction. Noise reduction is defined as the average of the sound absorption coefficients at 250, 500, 1000 and 4000 Hz (Bucur 2006). Sound absorption is necessary to keep the reflection or bounding
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of sound waves in a room to a minimum since such reflection and bounding adversely affect the clarity at which the source can be heard. Sound absorption characteristics are affected by density, porosity, fibre fineness, bulk elasticity and thickness of material as well as surface treatment and range of sound frequency (Smith 1989, Bucur 2006).

There are many lignocellulosic materials used as sound absorber in the form of composite board such as wood (Wassilieff 1996), rice straw (Yang et al. 2003), rice husk (Ajwe et al. 1998), wheat straw (Saadatnia et al. 2008), bamboo (Koitumi et al. 2002), coir fibre (Zulkifi et al. 2008, 2009, 2010) and oil palm (Zulkifi et al. 2009). On normal solid wood surface, only 5–10% of sound waves are absorbed and 90–95% are reflected. Wood modified into composite can increase porosity. Porous particleboard of wood may qualify as sound absorber (Smith 1989).

In an earlier study of solid wood of fast-growing species, we found that the sound absorption value for manii (Maranopsis eminii) and acacia (Acacia mangium) wood was about 0.35 in a frequency range of 500–1000 Hz (Karlinasari & Mardikanto 2008). The sound absorption of the former was 0.20 if the frequency range was between 250 and 500 Hz, and increased gradually until 0.4 when the frequency was 1500 Hz (Martiandi et al. 2010).

There has been a shift in the source of wood supplies from natural forests to plantations, which are dominated by fast-growing species. Due to their availability, particles from three of these fast-growing species were used to produce composite panels. This study aimed to determine the sound absorption and physical and mechanical properties of these low (specific gravity < 0.39) and medium-density (0.59–0.80) particleboards.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was carried out from July to October 2010. Three fast-growing species used in this study were sengon or jeunjing or albizia (Parasenanthus falcataria), African wood or manii (M. eminii) and acacia (A. mangium) which had densities of 0.30, 0.48 and 0.63 g cm\(^{-3}\) respectively.

Lumber of these species measuring 60 x 80 x 4000 mm were obtained from commercial wood markets in Ciampea village area, Bogor, West Java. Commercial synthetic adhesive used was diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) (95% by weight solid content) because of its very low emission level.

Sample preparation

The lumber were cut into chips of approximately 30 x 5 x 50 mm. The chips were fed into a disc flaker to produce flakes which were then processed into particles suitable for board making. The size of the final particle was 0.3 x 2–3 x 10 mm. The particles were then dried to about 10% moisture content.

Low- and medium-density particleboards of 350 x 350 x 10 mm were fabricated to target densities of 0.5 and 0.8 g cm\(^{-3}\). Adhesive content was used was 12% based on the weight of the oven-dried particles. The particles prepared were placed into a rotary drum mixer. Particles were then slowly sprayed with the adhesive while the mixer rotated. Mat was made manually using a forming box.

Hot pressing was conducted for 10 min at temperature 150 °C and pressure 2.5 N mm\(^{-2}\) to form composite board. The board samples were then conditioned at room temperature (25 °C) and 65% relative humidity for two weeks before testing. The experiment was conducted in three replicates.

Physical and mechanical properties

Both physical and mechanical properties were examined using standard methods for particleboard JIS A 5908–2003 (JIS 2003). Moisture content, density, bending strength or modulus of rupture (MOR), internal bonding (IB) and screw holding power of board were determined in this study. Modulus of rupture testing was performed with one centre point loading using a universal testing machine (Intron type 3369). The compaction ratio (CR) was calculated based on the following formula:

\[
CR = \frac{d_{pb}}{d_{w}}
\]

where \(d_{pb}\) = density of particleboard and \(d_{w}\) = density of wood.

Acoustical properties

Measurements of sound absorption coefficients were made using an impedance tube following JIS A 1405–1963 (JIS 1963). Two different impedance
tubes were used to cover the frequency range from 100 to 4000 Hz. The larger tube, with a diameter of 98 mm, was used for frequencies up to 1600 Hz. The smaller tube, with a diameter of 44 mm, was used at 1600 until 4000 Hertz. For this test, cylindrical specimens (44- and 98-mm diameter) were prepared as shown in Figure 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physical–mechanical properties

Physical and mechanical properties of the particleboards are given in Table 1. Moisture content and its distribution in the board contribute substantially to the final properties of the board (Maloney 1993). In this study, moisture content of the particleboards ranged between 9.65 and 10.43%. The average actual densities of acacia, manii and sengon wood were 0.46, 0.48, and 0.48 g cm$^{-3}$ respectively for the targeted low-density boards, i.e. 0.5 g cm$^{-3}$. For medium-density boards (target density 0.8 g cm$^{-3}$), the actual densities were 0.73, 0.71 and 0.71 g cm$^{-3}$ respectively. Producing the particleboards manually may have led to uneven density distribution so that actual mean panel density varied from density target.

Results of this study showed that as density of the boards increased, MOR, IB, screw holding power and compaction ratio values also increased. Compaction ratio is the ratio of board density to wood species density. It is related to sufficient interparticle contact area which has a strong influence on board performance. A low-density wood provides a high compaction ratio, since
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**Figure 1** Sample materials for measurement of sound absorption coefficients, (a) acacia, (b) manii and (c) sengon particleboards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particleboard</th>
<th>Wood density (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>MC (%)</th>
<th>Board density (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>MOR (N mm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>IB (N mm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>SHP (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acacia</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low density</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium density</td>
<td>24.85</td>
<td>10.06</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low density</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium density</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sengon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low density</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium density</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.87</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIS standard for particleboards (JIS A 5908-2003)</td>
<td>Type 13</td>
<td>5–13</td>
<td>0.4–0.9</td>
<td>Min 13.0</td>
<td>Min 0.2</td>
<td>Min 400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type 8</td>
<td>5–13</td>
<td>0.4–0.9</td>
<td>Min 8.0</td>
<td>Min 0.15</td>
<td>Min 300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MC = moisture content, CR = compaction ratio, MOR = modulus of rupture, IB = internal bonding, SHP = screw holding power
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there is higher surface contact to achieve good bonding between the particles compared with high-density wood. This leads to a more uniform product with greater capacity to transmit loads between particles, resulting in higher flexural and internal bonding properties in particleboards made from low-density wood (Maloney 1993, Dias et al. 2005). A compaction ratio of at least 1.3 produces satisfactory contact between particles (Maloney 1993). The compaction ratios for the lower-density wood species, i.e. manii and sengon, were 1.0 to 2.37 (Table 1). Strength properties (MOR, IB, screw holding power) of sengon particleboard were higher than manii (Table 1) since the wood density of the former was lower than the latter. In the high-density wood species, i.e. acacia, the compaction ratio was relatively low with values at 0.73 and 1.16, but the strength property was generally high. In this case, the wood itself is much stronger as a result of cell thickening which provides high strength to the particleboard (Paridah et al. 2010).

Medium-density particleboards had MOR, IB and screw holding power sufficiently high to meet the requirements of JIS A 5908 (JIS 2003) Types 8 and 13 for base and decorative particleboards (Table 1), except for MOR in manii. On the other hand, the low-density particleboards did not have enough strength in MOR and screw holding power as required by the standard. However, all board composites had higher IB than the minimum value which was stipulated in the JIS standard (JIS 2003).

**Sound absorption**

Sound absorption coefficients of particleboards from the three fast-growing species of this study are shown in Figures 2 and 3. In the low resonance frequency (< 250 Hz), low-density particleboards had lower sound absorption than medium-density particleboards, with values fluctuating from about 0.20 to 0.65. In middle frequencies (250–800 Hz), most sound absorption values of both low- and medium-density particleboards were below 0.4. As frequencies increased above 1000 Hz (high frequency), the low-density particleboard showed fluctuation in the sound absorption coefficients, reaching a maximum of 0.9 at 2000 Hz. For frequency exceeding 2000 Hz, sound absorption coefficients for most of the samples were over 0.5 (Figure 2). Sound absorption for the medium-density board also fluctuated in high frequency with a maximum value of 0.7 at 1250 Hz, thereafter decreasing until 2000 Hz before rising again to below 0.6 (Figure 5).

Also shown in Figure 2 are experimental data from Martiandi et al. (2010) for low-density board from solid wood of manii (blockboard) and commercial wood–wool cement-bonded particleboard. At frequency range of 100 to 1600 Hz, the sound absorption was below 0.5. Sound absorption coefficient of the boards fluctuated in low frequency and then decreased in the middle frequency and continued to increase in high frequency up to 1600 Hz. It

---

**Figure 2** Sound absorption coefficient at different frequencies for low-density particleboard (0.5 g cm⁻³)
was interesting that in the same density range, the particleboard observed from some fast-growing species had better sound absorption. Similar to the wood particleboard, fibreboard and plywood tested by Yang et al. (2003), higher sound absorption was also observed in this study at frequency range 100–4000 Hz.

The average value of sound absorption from all particleboards of fast-growing species studied showed that the boards reflected sound in middle frequency and absorbed it at low and high frequencies. Medium-density composite boards had sound absorption coefficients higher than low-density boards at low frequency. However, in high frequency (> 1000 Hz), low-density particleboards possessed good absorbing sound properties compared with medium-density boards.

In the low frequency (< 250 Hz), fluctuations of sound absorption at each frequency tested had almost similar values for each wood species of particleboards in the same density boards. The reason was probably due to the response of specific characteristics of wood or other natural fibre material to low sound frequency in the same board density. Board density is closely related to material porosity. Porous material provide frictional drag as the sound waves flow through the material (Wassilieff 1996). Meanwhile, in high frequency, the ability of the particleboard to absorb more sound vibrations per second did not show any specific trend.

In general, porous sound absorbing materials with low density have good insulating properties over a wide frequency range. The large pores give better acoustic insulating properties. It has been reported that sound absorption fluctuated in different frequencies because of material characteristics including raw materials used (Wassilieff 1996, Yang et al. 2003, Zulkilli et al. 2008, 2009, 2010).

Low- to medium-density particleboards can function as highly efficient acoustical absorption materials. However, higher board density increases mechanical properties and the performance of the board will determine its utilisation.

There are numerous environmental and health problems associated with commercial absorption materials such as rockwool, glasswool and mineral fibres. The use of wood waste from fast-growing species as composite boards can partially or completely substitute these materials. In terms of function as noise reduction system, the composite boards made from fast-growing species can be designed as part of multi-layer acoustic absorber for many purposes such as roof and wall sheathing, subflooring and interior surfaces for wall and ceiling in building construction and interior design.

CONCLUSIONS

The study of low- and medium-density particleboards made from fast-growing species (acacia, manill and sengon) demonstrated that they had good sound absorption at low and high frequency range. Low-density particleboard
(0.5 g cm⁻³) showed better sound absorption at high frequency while medium-density particleboard (0.8 g cm⁻³), at low frequency. Higher-density particleboard had impact on mechanical properties. Except for MOR of mani, all board properties (MOR, IB and screw holding power) of medium-density particleboards met the Japanese Standard Types 8 and 13 for base and decorative particleboards. The particleboard made can be used as an alternative to synthetic–based commercial products for architectural acoustic in building construction.
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